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Typical RNA-Seq Experiment 
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What Can You Actually Do With RNA-Seq?

RNA-seq is a powerful and versatile tool published
widely over the last few years.

RNA-seq used to investigate complex diseases and
find new genes for functional analysis.

RNA-seq used in one of the study to look at the
conservation of RNA Polymerase III binding in
mammals.

RNA-seq and microarray-based capture used to
identify and characterize rare transcripts, which are
normally undetectable.
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The term 'paired ends' refers to the two ends of the
same DNA molecule. So you can sequence one end,
then turn it around and sequence the other end. The
two sequences you get are 'paired end reads'.

Paired-end RNA sequencing (RNA-Seq) enables
discovery applications such as detecting gene fusions in
cancer and characterizing novel splice isoforms.

Paired end sequence 
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Protocol for RNA Seq Data Analysis 

 RNA Seq analysis is multi step procedure.
 Different tools are required at each step.
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We will use one of the galaxy server to perform RNASeq
Data analysis 
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Galaxy Community 
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Galaxies across the World 
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The Galaxy Project's public server (usegalaxy.org) can
meet many needs

General Purpose / Genomics Galaxy Servers

Domain Specific Galaxy Servers

Tool Publishing Galaxy Servers

GALAXY Server : Why to Use 

http://usegalaxy.org/
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Genomics Galaxy Server 
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Domain specific Galaxy Server 
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Australia: Genomics 
Virtual Lab (GVL)

Canada: GenAP

Norway: NeLS

Poland: PL-Grid

United Kingdom: CLIMB

Cancer: Cancer 
Computer

Galaxy Services : Example 
 Geography Based
 Domain Based 

Galaxy Main Tool Shed



Let Us Use Public GALAXY Server 

Go to https://usegalaxy.org/ and create login
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https://usegalaxy.org/


GALAXY Server : Upload Data (I)  

Click on Get Data and select Upload File from your
computer. Download samples files from course website.
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New Window will appear. Now, Click option “Choose local
file”
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GALAXY Server : Upload Data (II) 



Now, Click option “Start”. It will upload file to server.

Now wait for 10-20 seconds.
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GALAXY Server : Upload Data (III) 



Files will be uploaded successfully and appears
with green colour .
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Galaxy consist of collection of 
Multiple Tools . Today's session, 
We will use

NGS: QC and manipulation
NGS Mapping 
NGS:RNA analysis 
SAMtools
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1.Pre-processing 

2.Quality Filtration 

3.Mapping or assembly 

4.Expression analysis 

Protocol for RNA Seq Data Analysis 
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Quality Assessment

It is important to check the quality of your sequenced
reads

FASTQC: free program that reports quality 
profile of reads 
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Modern high throughput sequencers can generate
hundreds of millions of sequences in a single run.

Before analysing this sequence to draw biological
conclusions you should always perform some simple
quality control checks to ensure that

(I) the raw data looks good and

(II) there are no problems or biases in your data

which may affect how you can usefully use it.

Quality Assessment
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Providing a quick overview to tell you in which areas
there may be problems

Summary graphs and tables to quickly assess your data

Double click on NGS: QC and manipulation

Select application Fastqc in Galaxy

FASTQC tool
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Select Multiple Dataset to run multiple files
and press “Execute”
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You will get two types of output files :

(I) Raw data – It consist of text description

(II) Web page – It consist of detail graphical
representation of your fastq data.

Click on “eye” symbol to view output files.
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The left hand side of the main interactive display or the
top of the HTML report shows a summary of the
modules as normal (green tick), slightly abnormal
(orange triangle) or very unusual (red cross).
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Basic Sample Statistics 



We must consider threshold of Quality : Q30 or above .
This graph indicate we need to perform filtration on our
data.

Good data  

Bad data 
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This view shows an overview of the range of quality values
across all bases at each position in the FastQ file.

Per Base Sequence Quality



By looking at figure, we can say that there
is problem in bases in position 140-150. It
can be fixed during quality filtration step.
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High duplication could affect the mapping efficiency
and bias your interpretation.
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Duplicate Sequences

A low level of duplication may indicate a very high
level of coverage of the target sequence
A high level of duplication is more likely to indicate
some kind of enrichment bias (eg PCR over
amplification).
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Per Base N Content

If a sequencer is unable to make a base call with
sufficient confidence then it will normally substitute an
N rather than a conventional base] call.

This module plots out the percentage of base calls at
each position for which an N was called.



Adapter : Trimming   

Universal adapter 

DNA Fragment of Interest

Index Adapter 

6 Base index region 

Sequence Start here
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To get the adapter sequence information, one
can contact person who performed the sequencing
and can get full detail of “Adapter sequences”.
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Adapter Content
If we know the adapter sequence, we can trim it
using Trimmomatic tool.



1.Pre-processing 

2.Quality Filtration 

3.Mapping or assembly 

4.Expression analysis 

Protocol for RNA Seq Data Analysis 
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Quality Filtration

Trimmomatic : 

Type of data 

Quality threshold : 20 or 30 

R1 and R2 files 
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Adapter trimming: yes 

Goals : To improve the quality of Data



Trimmomatic will produce four output files.  

For next analysis, we will consider only R1 paired and
R2 paired data While unpaired reads will be discarded.
Rerun the Fastqc on paired end R1 and R2 paired end
files and check statistical output.
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Quality Filtration
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Let us Do Comparison of 
dataset 

Before and After Quality 
filtration



Before Quality filtration : 
Bad Data 

After Quality filtration
: Good Data
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Before Quality filtration : 
Adapter contamination

Before Quality filtration : 
No Adapter 
contamination
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Questions ?
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1.Pre-processing 

2.Quality Filtration 

3.Mapping or assembly 

4.Expression analysis 

Protocol for RNA Seq Data Analysis 
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If reference genome is 
available 

If reference genome is 
not  available 

How to decide : Mapping or assembly? 
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Bowtie is an ultrafast and memory-efficient tool
for aligning sequencing reads to long reference
sequences.

It is particularly good at aligning reads of about 50
up to 100s or 1,000s of characters to relatively long
(e.g. mammalian) genomes.

Bowtie supports gapped, local, and paired-end
alignment modes.

Mapping tool: Bowtie 
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Bowtie : End to End Alignment 
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Bowtie : Local Alignment 

Mapping quality: higher = more unique 



Output from
trimmomatic

Species
name :
Human

Reference Mapping : Bowtie 
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It will produce the multiple output files. BAM file
consist of complete mapping information which stores
the same data in a compressed, indexed, binary form.

The SAM Format is a text format for storing sequence
data in a series of tab delimited ASCII columns.
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Mapping Statistics 

Multi mapped  

Uniquely mapped

Multi mapped - Reads mapped more than one time
over the reference genome

Uniquely mapped – Reads mapped one time over
the reference genome
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Both SAM & BAM files contain an optional
header section followed by the alignment
section.

The header section may contain information
about the entire file.

The alignment section contains the information
for each sequence about where/how it aligns to
the reference genome.

Which Information is in SAM & BAM
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Let us convert BAM to SAM 
Select BAM to SAM tool under samtools
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SAM File : Mapping information 
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Header Chromosome number  

Position on chromosome

Query ID 
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Millions of reads mapped to genome.

 Is it possible to analyse it manually ? 

 Answer is NO 

To  estimate expression , we needed another tool.

In 2010, Trapnell et al. published cufflinks and made 
the transcript abundance an easy task.
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Cufflink : Assembly and Abundance Estimation



1.Pre-processing 

2.Quality Filtration 

3.Mapping or assembly 

4.Expression analysis 

Protocol for RNA Seq Data Analysis 
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Let us run CUFFLINKS to estimate the expression of genes
on genomes

Created sam file 
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You will get 5 output files.
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Counts per million : Reads counts scaled by the number 
of fragments you sequenced (N) times one million. 

Transcripts per million (TPM) is a measurement of the 
proportion of transcripts in your pool of RNA.

Different Method of Abundance Estimation 
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FPKM is a unit of expression. FPKM is simply a unit of 
expression

If you have FPKM, you can easily compute TPM:



Transcript Expressions 

Chromosomal position on genome 
Length of transcript 

Expression in term of FPKM 11/21/2017 61AB-ULg

.
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What if We have two different samples ?? 

Differential Expression 

Differential Isofom Abundance 

SNPs , Indels

RNA editing 
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Sample 2: Start Analysis   

Upload Sample2 in galaxy server 

 Run Fastqc (Is there any issue in Quality plot ?) 

Run Trimmomatic to fix if you find any issue 

Run bowtie2 (Can you see mapping statistics ? If yes, 
how many reads mapped) 

Run cufflink  (what is minimum and maximum 
transcript expression?)
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Cuffdiff is a highly accurate tool for performing sample
comparisons, and can tell you which genes are up- or
down-regulated between two or more conditions.

Go to NGS RNA Analysis in galaxy web server.

Select cuffdiff tool.

Select assembled transcript as input (output from
cufflinks tool).

Differentially expression in two different 
conditions 
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Cufflinks output 
as input in 
cuffdiff

Sample 1 in condition 1 

Sample 2 in condition 2 

Mapping 
information

Mapping 
information
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isoforms.fpkm_tracking Transcript FPKMs

genes.fpkm_tracking Gene FPKMs. Tracks the 
summed FPKM of transcripts 
sharing each gene_id

cds.fpkm_tracking Coding sequence FPKMs. 
Tracks the summed FPKM of 
transcripts sharing each p_id, 
independent of tss_id

tss_groups.fpkm_tracking Primary transcript FPKMs. 
Tracks the summed FPKM of 
transcripts sharing each tss_id

Cuffdiff Output : FPKM tracking files
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isoform_exp.diff Transcript-level differential 
expression.

gene_exp.diff Gene-level differential 
expression. Tests differences in 
the summed FPKM of transcripts 
sharing each gene_id

tss_group_exp.diff Primary transcript differential 
expression. Tests differences in 
the summed FPKM of transcripts 
sharing each tss_id

cds_exp.diff Coding sequence differential 
expression. Tests differences in 
the summed FPKM of transcripts 
sharing each p_id independent 
of tss_id

Cuffdiff Output : differential files
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Cuffdiff Output : 
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Cuffdiff Output : 

Count genes showing log2 => 2 , known as unregulated
genes (increase in expression of a gene in Condition A as
compared to B).
Count genes showing log2 < 2 , known as down
regulated genes (Decrease in expression of a gene in
Condition A as compared to B).
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By looking into figure, can you tell
What are unregulated genes (colour)? 
What are down regulated (colour)?



Questions ?
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How does mapping look on reference genome 

In previous practical session, you used the
association viewer tool to get idea about how well a
SNP associated with a locus.

Let us visualise the mapping using IGB/IGV tool. Here
you will see how well a particular locus expressing
itself using RNASEQ DATA.

Download IGV/IGV java application and display
assembled transcripts data.
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IGV : All chromosomal

Cufflink output 
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IGV : Chromosome 1 

Reads mappedMore depth 

Less 
depth 
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Questions ?
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